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OVErVIeW Both in textile promotion and in corporate fashion wear 
JAMES & NICHOLSON and myrtle beach are meanwhile among  
the best-known and most popular brands. The product diversity  
of the two product lines is unparalleled and is expanded every 
year by around 100 fashionable novelties. In the fields of sports, 
leisure, business and work there is hardly any top or headgear 
which is not included in the diverse product line. 

The selection of the two brands comprises about 900 fashionable 
products, which are always available in a quantity of approximately 
20 million pieces and a stock availability of around 98 %. Extremely 
short delivery periods are a major plus JAMES & NICHOLSON and 
myrtle beach offer their customers. Service takes top priority –  
in day-to-day business the focus is always on the customer.  

That is why the quality of the product lines is the most important 
thing of the company philosophy – from inception to completion 
and beyond.

JAMES & NICHOLSON and myrtle beach are manufactured with 
social and ecological responsibility. All the textiles are REACH 
compliant and manufactured according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100. 
Since 1999 social and environmental aspects have been integrated 
into the company code of conduct. They are submitted to strict 
controls.

All the jackets and vests shown in the catalogue are part of our 
JAMES & NICHOLSON collection.

SOCIAL COMPLIANCE

As members of the‚ BSCI/Business Social Compliance Initiative‘ we 
commit ourselves to implementing the BSCI code of conduct as 
part of our business relations with our manufacturers and thus to 
improving the working conditions within our supply chain and to 
producing our textiles fairly. This includes our clear commitment 
to the empoyees’ right to freedom of assembly, protection against 
discrimination, and an adequate remuneration, that is, at least the 
statutory national minimum wage. 

Another central component is the occupational safety regulations. 
That is how we guarantee that the occupational safety regulations 
of the ILO (International Labour Organisation) are met. Child labour, 
forced labour or precarious jobs are not tolerated. Several social 
compliance departments in the countries of production test all the 
factories thoroughly and make sure that these conditions are met.

PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

All the products of myrtle beach and JAMES & NICHOLSON  
are produced in an environmentally friendly way.

QUALITY STANDARD

The merchandise is regularly tested by certified testing institutes 
in the countries of production regarding the given parameter. 
Moreover, in cooperation with SGS, Testex, Hohenstein and other 
renowned institutes the quality is continually controlled.

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 1OO

This standard guarantees that textile and non-textile  
product components pose no threat to health.

ADHERENCE TO THE REACH-REGULATIONS

We assure you that when manufacturing our myrtle beach  
products and JAMES & NICHOLSON textiles we meet the obligations 
of the REACH-regulations.
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BEaNIE

FoR kIds!

BaSIc
Classic knitted cap with brim | Twin layer knitting | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7550
KNITTED CAP

Classic knitted cap for children | Twin layer knitting | 
Matching adults' cap ref. MB 7500 | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7501
KNITTED CAP FOR KIDS

Classic knitted cap in a lot of colours | Twin layer knitting | 
Matching children's cap ref. MB 7501 | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7500
KNITTED CAP

off-white

magenta

orange

chocolate

light-grey-
melange

burgundyaqua

sand yellow

bright-pinkoff-white light-blue

black

girl-pink

royal navy

gold-yellow

red

neon-yellow

bright-yellow

dark-green blackdark-navy

dark-purple

navy grey-melange

lime-green bright-greenbright-orange

light-bluemint red royal

olivepetrol

white

smaragd

olive/
gold-yellow

navy/
gold-yellow

orange/
black

navy/ 
red

black/ 
grey

lime-green/
black

navy/ 
grey

dark-grey/
light-grey

black/ 
red
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TrENdY
CUt!

MB 7112
KNITTED PROMOTION BEANIE

MB 7111
BASIC KNITTED BEANIE

Very light knitted promotion beanie  
with brim | Classic cut |  
Pleasant to wear thanks to wide brim | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

Knitted promotion beanie with brim |  
Trendy cut | Border with fashionable rib pattern | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7580
BEANIE NO.1

light-grey/
melange

light-grey/
melange

royal

denim- 
melange

grey-melange

black

black

red

grey- 
melange

navy

navy

off-white orange

black

light-grey-
melange

girl-pink burgundy

navy

lime-greenyellow

red dark-green

grey-melange

royal

Slim-fitting knitted cap without brim | Twin layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size
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KNITteD      

     StYLE!

Tight-fitting knitted cap without brim | Twin layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7584
BEANIE WITH CONTRASTING BORDER

white/
lime-green

royal/
red

yellow/
light-grey

black/ 
orange

olive/ 
light-green

light-grey/
dark-grey

navy/
red

turquoise/
lime-green

light-grey/
burgundy

navy/ 
white

lime-green/
royal

black/
red

light-grey-
black

black/ 
white

red/
black

grey-melange/ 
light-grey-
melange

Casual, extra-long knitted cap | Twin layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7955
KNITTED LONG BEANIE

light-grey-
melange

pinklime-green navyyellow petrolorange dark-grey-
melange

black

Knitted hat in classic rib pattern | Contrasting stripe | 
Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside |  
Colour black also available without contrasting stripes |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | 
Fleece trimming: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7102
KNITTED HAT

red/black

coffee/black

ink/black

black/black

jungle-green/ 
black

black/off-white
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ModERN RIB-LOOk!

Knitted cap in rib look | Twin layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7923
RIB BEANIE

Knitted cap with fleece inset around the  
forehead | Rib-look at the bottom |  
Outer fabric: 70 % polyacrylic, 30 % wool |  
Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7925
KNITTED BEANIE WITH FLEECE INSET

off-white

off-white

red

lime-green

navy

ash

dark-green

orange

black

red

light-grey/
melange

navy

lime-green

black

MB 7100
JERSEY BEANIE

natural mud navy black

MB 7926
COTTON BEANIE

Made of high-quality single jersey |  
Perfect fit due to elasthane | Twin layer |  
Outer fabric: 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

one size

Close-fitting beanie without brim | Twin layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 55 % cotton, 45 % polyacrylic

one size

grey-melange black-melange navy black
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*

NEW
CoLOur

NEW

BEaNIE 
  FAshIOn

PeRSONalIZE

YoUR BEAnIe

Warm knitted cap with Thinsulate™ lining |  
Wide brim | Coarse knit |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Padding: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7937
WARM KNITTED CAP 

Warm knitted cap with interlining made
of Thinsulate™ | Twin layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic |  
Interlining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7551
KNITTED CAP THINSULATE™

Classic knitted beanie with a  
reflective stripe on the brim  
(without protective function/no PPE) |  
Twin-layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7141
REFLECTIVE BEANIE

red navy blackdark-grey- 
melange

off-white red

navyolive

neon-yellow

black

light-grey

royal dark-grey-
melange

burgundy dark-green

black/silver bright-yellow/ 
silver

navy/silverbright-orange/ 
silver

Thinsulate™ INSULATION
The light-weight thermal insulation affords optimum protection against cold 
despite its minimum thickness. It even keeps you warm in damp or wet 
conditions. Thinsulate™ INSULATION offers excellent comfort and allows 
optimum room to move. It is extremely breathable, durable and easy-care.
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Knitted beanie in melange look | Outside: Knitted look | Inside  
and wide trimming on the outside: roughened – soft and fluffy | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7121
KNITTED FLEECE WORKWEAR BEANIE - STRONG -

stone-
melange/

black

red-
melange/

black

white-
melange/

carbon

royal-
melange/

navy

Knitted beanie made of recycled polyester | Fashionable highlights 
in constrasting colour | Multicoloured pompon | Pleasantly soft 
touch | Pleasant to wear due to inside with fleece band |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester (recycled) | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7144
KNITTED WINTER BEANIE WITH POMPON

dark-green-
melange/

black

carbon-
melange/

black

MB 7138
STRIPED WINTER BEANIE
Classic knitted beanie with fashionable stripes |  
Pleasant to wear thanks to wide brim | Twin-layer knitting |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7140
STRIPED WINTER BEANIE WITH POMPON
Classic knitted beanie with fashionable stripes and a multicoloured  
pompon | Pleasant to wear thanks to wide brim | Twin-layer knitting | 
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

light-grey-melange/
black

black/ 
grey-melange

navy/ 
light-blue

light-grey/black navy/light-greycarbon/light-grey black/light-grey

light-grey-melange/
navy

light-grey-melange/
black

navy/ 
light-grey-melange

black/ 
light-grey-melange
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NEW

UrBaN
STylE

navy/white indian-red/white black/silver

Multi-coloured knitted beanie with  
contrasting border | Classic cut |  
Pleasant to wear due to wide brim | 
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7117
ELEGANT KNITTED BEANIE

Knitted beanie in fashionable metallic look | Pompon made of  
fake fur | Pleasant to wear thanks to wide brim |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic | Imitation fur: 80  % polyacrylic,  
20  % polyester

one size

MB 7143
LADIES' METALLIC BEANIE

silver/light-grey gold/blackbronze/black

2-coloured beanie in coarse knitting | Soft and  
fluffy touch | Extra wide brim in contrasting colour |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7128
SOFT KNITTED BEANIE

off-white/carbon carbon/off-white carbon/light-grey light-grey/carbon

olive-brown graphite/light-grey

Classic knitted beanie in fashionable camouflage  
design | Twin layer knitting | Without brim |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7134
CAMOUFLAGE BEANIE
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cOMfY
MeLAngE

Melange knitted beanie with brim and large pompon | Contrasting 
highlights on brim | Coarse knitting of melange yarns | Pleasant to wear 
thanks to fleece band on the inside |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic | Lining: 100  % polyester

one size

MB 7115
LADIES‘ MELANGE BEANIE

plum/white coal-black/greynavy/white

Melange beanie with brim in coarse knitting | 
Contrasting highlights on brim | Melange yarns | 
Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside | 
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic | Lining: 100  % polyester

one size

MB 7114
MEN‘S MELANGE BEANIE

plum/
white

coal-black/
grey

navy/
white

MB 7109
COTTON HAT
Trendy knitted hat made of cotton |  
Border with fashionable rib pattern |  
Imitation leather label on the edge |  
Outer fabric: 100  % cotton

one size

navy grey-melange black
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BeST DrESseD

Classic knitted beanie with contrasting stripes |  
Twin layer knitting | Without brim | 
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7130
KNITTED BEANIE

off-white/ 
navy

black/ 
burgundy

burgundy/ 
black

navy/ 
off-white

MB 7129
LADIES´ WINTER BEANIE
Elegant knitted beanie with extra large pompon |  
Fashionable rib pattern with wide brim | Pleasantly soft touch |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic |  
Imitation fur: 80  % polyacrylic, 20  % polyester

one size

red royal black
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Melange knitted hat in fashionable rib-design | Broad unicoloured  
rib-design all around the beanie | Extra long form | Imitation leather label 
on the edge | Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic | Lining: 100  % polyester

one size

MB 7993
URBAN KNITTED HAT

MB 7122
MELANGE BEANIE
Melange knitted beanie with brim | Twin-layer knitting | Fashionable cut |  
Outer fabric: 50  % polyacrylic, 50 % polyester

one size

Knitted hat with brim and pompon | Twin layer knitting | 
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7967
POMPON HAT WITH BRIM

Melange beanie with brim | Up-to-date cut |  
Rib-design | Imitation leather label on the brim |  
Outer fabric: 100  % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7992
URBAN BEANIE

blue-melange black-melangedenim-melange dark-red-melange

yellow/azur fern-green/yellow

graphite/fern-green

berry/maroon

tomato/silver

orange/rust

azur/yellow black/pacitic

grey/ 
navy-melange

dark-green/ 
black-melange

dark-red/ 
black-melange

black/
carbon-melange

glacier-grey/carbon plum/glacier-grey navy/silver coal-black/grey
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SoFT & wArm

Headband in fine crochet look | Inside of headband  
with integrated fleece band - pleasant to wear | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7119
FINE CROCHETED HEADBAND

MB 7120
FINE CROCHETED BEANIE
Crocheted beanie with pompon | Fine crochet look |
Inside  with incorporated fleece band makes beanie  
pleasant to wear | Fake fur pompon |
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

Trendy pompon cap in a lot of colours | Twin layer knitting | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7540
KNITTED CAP WITH POMPON

red cobaltfern-greensilver-melange navy graphiteindigo-blue blackoff-white burnt-orange red/silver

cobalt/silver

fern-green/silver

navy/silver graphite/silverindigo-blue/silver black/silver

off-white/brown burnt-orange/ 
silver

silver-melange/ 
black

light-blue/off-white

dark-green/white

black/orange

off-white

navy/redblack/red

dark-grey/light-greynavy

burgundy

white/aquawhite/lime-green

dark-brown/khaki black

purple
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wINtERSpORTS

Knitted hat with contrasting border | Trendy,  
coarse rib pattern | Pleasant to wear thanks  
to fleece band on the inside | Colour black  
also available without contrasting stripe |   
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic |  
Fleece trimming: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7103
WINTERSPORT HAT

Casual beanie with extra large pompon |  
Purl knitting with continuous seam | Fake fur pompo |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Imitation fur: 70 % 
polyacrylic, 30 % polyester

one size

MB 7984
WINTERSPORT BEANIE

Crocheted hat with contrasting border and pompon | Handmade | 
Pleasant to wear thanks to fleece band on the inside |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic l Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7964
POMPON HAT WITH CONTRAST STRIPE

black/
acid-yellow

black/
black

black/
white

black/
grenadine

black/
silver

black/
aqua

acid-yellow/ 
black

black/
black

white/ 
black

grenadine/
black

silver/ 
black

aqua/ 
black

orange/
aqua

carbon/
yellow

black/
turquoise

lime-green/ 
dark-purple

carbon/
red

red/
white

green/
acid-yellow

black/
neon-green

navy/
white

blue/
white

black/
pink

black/
light-grey
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CRoCHEteD

Trendy 3-coloured crocheted cap with pompon |  
Coarse mesh structure | Handmade | Comfortable  
thanks to a fleece band on the inside | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7940
CROCHETED CAP WITH POMPON

Extra-wide headband | Coarse crochet-look | Handmade |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7947
CROCHETED HEADBAND

Coarse mesh structure | Handmade |  
Comfortable thanks to a fleece band on the inside |
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7941
CASUAL OUTSIZED CROCHETED CAP

Coarse mesh structure | Handmade |  
Comfortable thanks to a fleece band on the inside |
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7939
UNICOLOURED CROCHETED CAP WITH POMPON

yellow/ 
pacific/ 
white

black/ 
silver/
white

navy/
red/

white

pacific/
neon-orange/

white

neon-orange/ 
neon-green/

black

red/
black/
white

carbon/
orange/
white

neon-green/ 
neon-pink/

black

aqua/
lime-green/

white

purple/ 
lime-green/

white

silver

purple navy red

lime-green aquaorange

carbon black

silver

red

lime-green

carbon

orange

navy

aqua

black

silver redcarbon navypurple black
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NEW

NEW

NEW

BEaNIEs, SCArVES & gLoVES

Casual loop scarf in coarse knitting | Pleasant to wear 
thanks to inside with fleece |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7314
KNITTED LOOP

Casual loop scarf | Pleasantly soft 
to wear | Decorative embroideries  
on both ends |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7313
FLEECE LOOP

Extra wide headband |  
Coarse knitting | Effectively twisted |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7136
KNITTED HEADBAND
MB 7136
KNITTED HEADBAND

anthracite-
melange

navylight-grey-
melange

black light-greycarbon navy

carbonlight-grey navy black
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Multi-coloured loop scarf | Made of soft  
coloured effect yarn | 3D look with integrated 
wave pattern | Measeurements: 65 x 20 cm |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7303
FANCY YARN SCARF

turquoise-
melange

red-
melange

natural-
melange

Loop scarf with fluffy highloft fleece-lining |  
High-quality slub yarns | Attractive diamond  
pattern | Measeurements: 37 x 30 cm |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7304
HIGHLOFT FLEECE LOOP

kiwi/
black

dark-grey/
black

light-grey/
black

pink/
white

royal/ 
black

Casual cap with extra-large pompon |  
High-quality slub yarns | Pleasant to wear  
thanks to highloft fleece on the inside |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic |  
Fleece trimming: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7105
HIGHLOFT FLEECE HAT

kiwi/
black

light-grey/
black

pink/
white

royal/ 
black

dark-grey/
black

Multi-coloured hat with brim and pompon |  
Made of soft, coloured effect yarn | 3D look 
with integrated wave pattern | Pleasant to  
wear thanks to fleece band on the inside |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic  

one size

MB 7104
FANCY YARN HAT

turquoise-
melange

black-
melange

navy-
melange

dark-green-
melange

grey-
melange
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FaNCY wINteR STyLE

carbon-melange/
acid-yellow

maroon-
melange/berry

carbon-melange/
silver

navy-melange/
azur

Casual, oversize knitted scarf | Contrasting accents |  
Melange yarns | Ends in double rib | 
Measeurements: 190 x 30 cm | 
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide

one size

MB 7972
FANCY WINTER SCARF

carbon-melange/
acid-yellow

maroon-
melange/berry

carbon-melange/
silver

navy-melange/
azur

Casual hat in coarse knitting with pompon |  
Coarse knitting of high-quality slub yarns |  
Soft and fluffy touch | Fleece band on the  
inside for comfort |  
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide |  
Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7977
COARSE KNITTING HAT

natural/ 
off-white

pink/ 
off-white

navy/ 
off-white

green/ 
off-white

carbon/ 
off-white

Coarse loop scarf in twin-layer knitting |  
Twisted effectively, elaborate workmanship | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7983
TWISTED LOOP SCARF

ivory/ 
natural

rose/ 
dark-grey

dark-grey/ 
silver

navy/ 
blue

black/ 
dark-grey

Casual oversize knitted hat | Contrasting accents | 
Melange yarns | Ends in double rib |  
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide

one size

MB 7973
FANCY WINTER HAT
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Two    

     cOLoUreD

TRaDITIOnAl LoOK

Attractive beanie with brim | Effective 
accents due to two-coloured rib-design |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7988
RIBBED BEANIE

dark-red/
anthracite

dark-olive/
anthracite

anthracite/
black

Attractive knitted scarf | Effective accents due to two-coloured  
rib-design | Scarf with lavish fringe | Measeurements: 180 x 21 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7989
RIBBED SCARF

dark-olive/
anthracite

anthracite/
black

Melange knitted beanie with brim | Lightly roughened  
surface | Knitted right/left | Effective highlights due to  
two-coloured rib-design on the brim | 
Outer fabric: 60 % polyacrylic, 40 % polyester

one size

MB 7116
TRADITIONAL BEANIE

beige/
brown-melange

brown-melange/
beige

brown-melange/
purple

red/anthracite-
melange

anthracite-
melange/red

Melange knitted scarf | Lightly roughened surface |  
Knitted right/left | Effective highlights due to two-coloured  
rib-design on both ends | Measeurements: 190 x 30 cm |
Outer fabric: 60 % polyacrylic, 40 % polyester

one size

MB 7305
TRADITIONAL SCARF

dark-red/
anthracite

beige/
brown-melange

brown-melange/
beige

brown-melange/
purple

red/anthracite-
melange

anthracite-
melange/red
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RoLl IT Up!

sand/black

black/sand

sand/black black/sand

Casual loop scarf | Fashionable rolled edge |  
Stocking stitch | Measeurements: 75 x 45 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7302
ROLL-UP SCARF

light-grey dark-denim

black

dark-olive

dark-red

Elegant knitted beanie | Trendy rolled edge | 
Stocking stitch | Fine contrasting stripes | 
Extremely soft touch |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7132
FINE KNITTED BEANIE

Extra long woven scarf with fine contrasting stripes | 
Stocking stitch | Border with long fringes | Extremely 
soft touch | Measeurements: 195 x 42 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7309
FINE KNITTED SCARF

Knitted gloves with wide turn-up |  
Extremely soft touch |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

S/M    L/XL

MB 7133
FINE KNITTED GLOVES

sand black

light-grey dark-denimdark-olive dark-red

light-blueblack roselight-green

Casual, extra-long beanie | Fashionable rolled edge | Stocking stitch |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7990
ROLL-UP BEANIE
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CaSuALELeGanT AnD

Elegant woven scarf | Border with twisted fringes | 
Smooth, soft touch | Measeurements: 190 x 36 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7308
ELEGANT SCARF

red royallight-grey

MB 7118
CASUAL LONG BEANIE
Casual extra-long beanie | Twin layer knitting | 
Modern cut | Two-coloured |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic 

one size

denim/
navy

silver/
black

Indian-red/
black

blacknavy olive
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      ScArVES

Fine knitted scarf made of melange yarns | Knitted right/left with 
rolled edges on the long ends | Measeurements: 190 x 75 cm | 
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide

one size

MB 7306
FINE KNITTED SCARF

navy-
melange

denim-
melange

light-grey-
melange

anthracite-
melange

Woven loop scarf | Soft and pleasant to wear | 
Finely rolled edges | Measeurements: 85 x 50 cm | 
Outer fabric: 65 % polyester, 35 % viscose

one size

MB 7307
ELEGANT LOOP SCARF

light-grey-
melange

anthracite-
melange

Attractive woven scarf in discreet herring bone pattern |  
Scarf with twisted fringe | Smooth, soft hand | 
Measurements: 180 x 130 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7974
HERRINGBONE SCARF

navy dark-red anthracite
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MIx AND mATcH

dark-grey-melange

green

dark-green

light-grey-melangeoff-white red

blacknavy

Coarse-knitted scarf with hems | Measeurements:165 x 25 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 504
KNITTED SCARF

dark-grey-
melange

greenlight-grey-
melange

off-white red blacknavy

Tight-fitting knitted cap with ribbed border | Size: S/M | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 503
RIB BEANIE

dark-greendark-grey-melange

greenlight-grey-melangeoff-white red

blacknavy

Knitted gloves with ribbed cuffs for men and women |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

S/M    L/XL

MB 505
KNITTED GLOVES

Elegant knitted hat with brim | Stocking stitch in 
fashionable cut | Brim with trendy rib pattern |  
Available as a set with gloves and scarf |  
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide

one size

MB 7979
MELANGE HAT BASIC

racing-greengranite dark-red blacknavy

racing-green

granite dark-red

racing-greengranite dark-red blacknavy

MB 7978
MELANGE SCARF BASIC
Elegant knitted scarf made of melange yarns | Border in twin layer 
knitting, stocking stitch | Border with trendy rib pattern | Available 
as a set with gloves and hat | Measurements: 180 x 25 cm | 
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide

one size

MB 7980
MELANGE GLOVES BASIC
Elegant knitted gloves made of melange yarns |  
Stocking stitch with twin-layer cuffs | Cuffs with trendy  
rib pattern | Available as a set with scarf and hat |  
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 20 % polyamide

S/M    L/XL

navy

black
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Rib-DeSIgN

Knitted scarf in rib-design | Area in purl knitting  
at one end of the scarf, 20 x 12 cm, offers space 
for decoration | Measeurements: 180 x 30 cm |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic

one size

MB 7995
PROMOTION SCARF

spring-green light-red navyroyal black

Knitted beanie in rib-design | Area in purl knitting at the front,  
8 x 6 cm, offers space for decoration | Pleasant to wear thanks  
to fleece band on the inside |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyacrylic | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7994
PROMOTION BEANIE

spring-green light-red

navy

royal

black
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FleECE

white/
carbon

bright-blue/
carbon

navy/
carbon

bright-orange/
carbon

grey-melange/
carbon

bright-yellow/
carbon

red/
carbon

black/
carbon

bright-pink/
carbon

royal/
carbon

grey-heather/
carbon

fern-green/
carbon

red/ 
carbon

navy/ 
carbon

brigt blue/ 
carbon

black/ 
carbon

fern-green/
carbon

grey-heather/
carbon

Casual beanie with fleece border in contrasting colour | Elastic, 
shape-retaining single jersey | Inside made of warm fleece |
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7131
FLEECE BEANIE

Stretch fleece beanie with contrasting border |  
Pleasantly soft, bi-elastic fabric | Outside lightly  
roughened in discreet striped look | Pleasant to  
wear due to lining in contrasting colour |
Outer fabric: 92 % polyester, 8 % elastane |
Lining: 100 % cotton

one size

MB 7127
STRUCTURED BEANIE

X-Tube with fashionable reflective stripe |  
Warm fleece lining | Very elastic and shape retaining single 
jersey | X-Tube with fashionable reflective stripe |
Measeurements: 30 x 50 cm |
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester | Lining: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7300
WINTER X-TUBE

black/grey-
heather

off-white/grey-
heather

pink/grey-
heather

fern-green/
grey-heather

navy/grey-
heather

red/grey-
heather
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2 In 1

Elegant fleece scarf with whipped ends and decorative  
stitching line | Anti-pilling fleece | Measeurements:: 150 x 25 cm |
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7740
MICROFLEECE SCARF

Warm fleece cap with wide brim | 
Anti-pilling fleece | Size: M/L |
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7720
MICROFLEECE CAP

Warm fleece gloves for men and women | Anti-pilling fleece |
Outer fabric (210 g/m²): 100 % polyester

S/M    L/XL

MB 7700
MICROFLEECE GLOVES

off-white violetgrey green navylight-blue black

off-
white

off-white

aqua

aqua

grey

grey

green

green

navy

navy

light-
blue

light-blue

red

red

black

black
black navyroyal greyred dark-green

light-grey anthracite navyoff-white red black

Fleece cap and scarf in one | Anti-pilling fleece  |  
By means of a cord the scarf can be converted into a cap |
Outer fabric (260 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7618
BALACLAVA

Microfleece cap with decorative flat seams | Anti-pilling microfleece |
Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7945
MICROFLEECE CAP
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Thinsulate™ INSULATION
The light-weight thermal insulation affords optimum protection against cold 
despite its minimum thickness. It even keeps you warm in damp or wet 
conditions. Thinsulate™ INSULATION offers excellent comfort and allows 
optimum room to move. It is extremely breathable, durable and easy-care.

Warm micro fleece gloves with Thinsulate™ interlining |  
Anti-pilling micro fleece | Non-slip palm with silicone pad |  
Structured silicone wristband | High-quality micro fleece inner lining | 
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100 % polyester | Padding: 100 % polyester

S/M    L/XL

MB 7902
THINSULATE™ FLEECE GLOVES

Neck warmer with interlining made of Thinsulate™ | Anti-pilling 
microfleece | Protects mouth and nose against cold | Elastic cord with 
adjustable stopper for size adjustment | High-quality microfleece lining |
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100 % polyester | Padding: 100 % polyester

one size 

MB 7930
THINSULATE™ NECKWARMER

Warm microfleece headband with wide ear part  
and Thinsulate™ interlining | Anti-pilling microfleece  |  
High-quality microfleece lining | 
Outer fabric (170 g/m²): 100 % polyester |
Padding: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7929
THINSULATE™ HEADBAND

off-white

off-white

off-white

aubergine

aubergine

aubergine

navy

navy

navy

lime-green

lime-green

lime-green

dark-grey

dark-grey

dark-grey

red

red

red

black

black

black

grey

off-white

orange navy

black

lime-green

royal

dark-green

light-grey

red

anthracite

navy

gold-yellow

black

off-white

orange navy

lime-green

royal

light-grey

red

anthracitegold-yellow

black

Classic fleece scarf with fringe | Anti-pilling fleece |
Outer fabric (225 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7610
FLEECE SCARF

Extra wide fleece scarf without fringe | Anti-pilling fleece |
Outer fabric (225 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7611
FLEECE SCARF

Warm fleece cap with ear flaps | Anti-pilling fleece | 
4 stitching lines on the peak | Laminated front panels |
Padded satin sweat band | Zip fastener for size adjustment |
Outer fabric (300 g/m²): 100 % polyester

one size

MB 7510
6 PANEL FLEECE CAP WITH EARFLAPS
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black
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MB 7949
TOUCH-SCREEN KNITTED GLOVES
Functional knitted gloves | Integrated metallic  
fibres on finger tips for optimum handling of  
touch screen surfaces | 
Outer fabric: 80 % polyacrylic, 14 % polyester,  
5 % elastane, 1 % metal fibres

S/M    L/XL

Functional microfleece gloves | Anti-pilling microfleece | 
Integrated elastic band on wrist | Comfortable thumb  
and forefinger openings |
Outer fabric (220 g/m²): 100 % polyester

S/M    L/XL

MB 7948
TOUCH-SCREEN FLEECE GLOVES

Pointed felt hat in traditional costume look | Traditional 
melange look | Cord in blue/white | Width of brim: 8 cm | 
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester

one size

grey-melange

MB 6623
FELT HAT

Shiny Santa cap with white imitation 
fur trim and pompon |  
Outer fabric: 100 % polyester

one size

MB 9503
SHINY SANTA HAT

orange turquoisepink

MB 503 Rib Beanie   44
MB 504 Knitted Scarf   44
MB 505 Knitted Gloves  44
MB 6623 Felt Hat   55
MB 7100 Jersey Beanie   11
MB 7102 Knitted Hat   9
MB 7103 Wintersport Hat  26
MB 7104 Fancy Yarn Hat  32
MB 7105 Highloft Fleece Hat  32
MB 7109 Cotton Hat   19
MB 7111 Basic Knitted Beanie  6
MB 7112 Knitted Promotion Beanie  6
MB 7114 Men’s Melange Beanie  19
MB 7115 Ladies’ Melange Beanie  18
MB 7116 Traditional Beanie  37
MB 7117 Elegant Knitted Beanie  17
MB 7118 Casual Long Beanie  41
MB 7119 Fine Crocheted Headband  24
MB 7120 Fine Crocheted Beanie  25
MB 7121 Knitted Fleece Workwear Beanie - STRONG -         14
MB 7122 Melange Beanie  23
MB 7127 Structured Beanie  48
MB 7128 Soft Knitted Beanie  16
MB 7129 Ladies´ Winter Beanie  21
MB 7130 Knitted Beanie  20
MB 7131 Fleece Beanie   49
MB 7132 Fine Knitted Beanie  39
MB 7133 Fine Knitted Gloves  39
MB 7134 Camouflage Beanie  17
MB 7136 Knitted Headband  31
MB 7138 Striped Winter Beanie  15
MB 7140 Striped Winter Beanie with Pompon 15
MB 7141 Reflective Beanie 13
MB 7143 Ladies´ Metallic Beanie 16
MB 7144 Knitted Winter Beanie with Pompon 15
MB 7300 Winter X-Tube   48
MB 7302 Roll-up Scarf   38
MB 7303 Fancy Yarn Scarf  33
MB 7304 Highloft Fleece Loop  32
MB 7305 Traditional Scarf  37
MB 7306 Fine Knitted Scarf  42
MB 7307 Elegant Loop Scarf  42
MB 7308 Elegant Scarf   40
MB 7309 Fine Knitted Scarf  39
MB 7313 Fleece Loop  31
MB 7314 Knitted Loop  30
MB 7500 Knitted Cap   5

MB 7501 Knitted Cap for Kids  4
MB 7510 6 Panel Fleece Cap with Earflaps 53
MB 7540 Knitted Cap with Pompon  24 
MB 7550 Knitted Cap   4
MB 7551 Knitted Cap Thinsulate™  12
MB 7580 Beanie No.1   7
MB 7584 Beanie with Contrasting Border 8
MB 7610 Fleece Scarf   53
MB 7611 Fleece Scarf   53
MB 7618 Balaclava   51
MB 7700 Microfleece Gloves  50
MB 7720 Microfleece Cap  50
MB 7740 Microfleece Scarf  50
MB 7902 Thinsulate™ Fleece Gloves  52
MB 7923 Rib Beanie   10
MB 7925 Knitted Beanie with Fleece Inset 10
MB 7926 Cotton Beanie   11
MB 7929 Thinsulate™ Headband  52
MB 7930 Thinsulate™ Neckwarmer  52
MB 7937 Warm Knitted Cap   12
MB 7939 Unicoloured Crocheted Cap with Pompon 29
MB 7940 Crocheted Cap with Pompon  28
MB 7941 Casual Outsized Crocheted Cap 29
MB 7945 Microfleece Cap  51
MB 7947 Crocheted Headband  28
MB 7948 Touch-Screen Fleece Gloves  54
MB 7949 touch-Screen Knitted Gloves  54
MB 7955 Knitted Long Beanie  8
MB 7964 Pompon Hat with Contrast Stripe 27
MB 7967 Pompon Hat with Brim  23
MB 7972 Fancy Winter Scarf  35
MB 7973 Fancy Winter Hat  35
MB 7974 Herringbone Scarf  43
MB 7977 Coarse Knitting Hat  34
MB 7978 Melange Scarf Basic  45
MB 7979 Melange Hat Basic  45
MB 7980 Melange Gloves Basic  45
MB 7983 Twisted Loop Scarf  34
MB 7984 Wintersport Beanie  26
MB 7988 Ribbed Beanie  36 
MB 7989 Ribbed Scarf   36
MB 7990 Roll-up Beanie  38
MB 7992 Urban Beanie   23
MB 7993 Urban Knitted Hat  22
MB 7994 Promotion Beanie  46
MB 7995 Promotion Scarf  47
MB 9503 Shiny Santa Hat  55
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